By Car
A9 Berlin – Munich to the interchange “Rippachtal”, continue on A38 in the direction of Göttingen.
A38 Kassel/Göttingen – Leipzig/Dresden, exit at “Leuna”.
Take the Bundesstrasse B91 to Halle/Saale, just before entering city limits of Merseburg, turn right to „Tor 12“. Please follow the instructions of the employees at the entrance.

By Public Transportation
The access by public transportation is very restricted. Take the train to Merseburg, 4 km, or Bad Dürrenberg, 10.4 km away from Fraunhofer CBP. Take a taxi to Fraunhofer CBP, or from Bad Dürrenberg station take the tramway S5 to the stop „Leunatorstraße“. From here allow 45 minutes for the walk to Fraunhofer CBP.

Please note
The stop „Leuna Nord“ is reserved for employees. You are not allowed to access the chemical site without authorization.

By Plane
Use a rental car or taxi from the international airport Leipzig/Halle to Fraunhofer CBP. The airport is 25 km away from Leuna.